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Mobile price in India is decided based on the looks or the applications in-built in a mobile, but in
case of Micromax Mobile price, they are probably decided based on the innovative features of the
mobile. Say, Micromax X50 has a shock-proof body. It adds upto its advantage. Micromax X50 is
also a waterproof and dust-proof mobile phone. This cell phone has an added feature which is built-
in Barometer which is used to test the atmospheric pressure. It also has Pedometer to help in the
workout hours. Alongwith that, there are GPS navigation and E-compass pre-loaded in it to judge
the directions. This model uses battery of Li-Ion.

The added feature of Micromax X50 is that it has built-in memory about 28 mega bytes and
extended memory could be 16 GB. The added feature is that it provides polyphonic and MP3
ringtones in affordable range. Micromax X50 is available in a variety of colours. Its slim body attracts
many of buyers. It provides games as well as FM radio. It provides dual SIM facility also.

Micromax X50 has dual LED torch light alongwith 3 hours of constant talk-time. The standby time of
the phone is 270 long hours. The handset offers connectivity several connectivity options like WAP,
USB, EDGE and Bluetooth. part from this, X50 equips several basic features such as Multi format
Audio Player (MP3/AAC/AAC+/MIDI/WAV/AMR), Video Player, GPRS in order to keep access to
the internet, Email support, Micro USB which is used in PC connectivity, call recording and GPS
navigation.

This hand set sports a display of 2.4 inches with TFT display of 262K colours. The screen display is
of LED type and therefore it is capable of offering a resolution of about 240 x 320 pixels. It is
capable of operating at a frequency range of GSM 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 MHz | GSM 850 / 900 /
1800 / 1900 MHz. Micromax X50 is built in with a camera of 2.0 Mega Pixels that offers about 1600
x 1200 pixels of resolution. It is a rear camera which can be used for video recording as well as
image capturing purposes. Micromax X50 has built in facilities such as FM radio, internal memory,
3.5mm audio jack and a micro SD memory card slot.

Micromax X50 mobile price is settled upon keeping in mind the other mobile price in India.
Micromax X50 costs a reasonable Rs. 4,761/- just like other Micromax releases.
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